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PRESS RELEASE 
Fantasy Fiction Author, Wayne Kramer, Releases New Book  
“Heroes of Time Legends: Murdoch’s Choice” in all formats! 
 

Indianapolis, Indiana, August 21, 2021: First time author, Wayne Kramer, announced the 
release of his long awaited fantasy fiction novel, “Heroes of Time Legends : Murdoch’s 
Choice” in Hardcover, Paperback, E-Book, and Audio versions ensuring all fans of fantasy 
fiction can enjoy what promises to be the first in a well-planned series of adventures. 
 
The book first launched as an E-Book on Amazon’s popular Kindle platform with hundreds 
of downloads in the first 48 hours after it’s release. In one week’s time it has already earned 
24 Five-Star verified Amazon customer reviews and gained dozens of new fans on the 
Series’ new social media accounts, Instagram and Facebook which are both found at 
@heroesoftimeseries. 
 
This fast-paced, seafaring-themed, unique fantasy fiction adventure has been read and 
reviewed by several respected fiction authors. Shannon Everhart, author of the “Moments at 
McBride” said "from the first page, this book transported me to another time and place that 
was beyond magical. This is what great writing is all about and I can't wait for more!" 
 
Fans are excited about the world of Eliorin. Rosa Snapp, who left a Five-Star review on 
Amazon had this to say, “I loved reading this action-packed story, full of adventure and 
magic. Murdoch’s character is full of life and excitement. The world-building for Eliorin was 
spot on and created an engaging mental escape as I followed Murdoch and his crew along 
their perilous journey. There were several fun plot twists along the way. The story ended in 
a brilliant way, but I look forward to more adventures with these characters soon.” 
 
A superior self-published novel, author Wayne Kramer placed careful attention in 
producing a quality product by investing in developmental editing by Nathan Bransford - a 
respected publishing industry professional and formal literary agent for Curtis Brown Ltd. 
 
He has also invested in publishing "Murdoch's Choice " in every available, traditional and 
modern platform including a Hardcover, Paperback, Kindle E-Book and an Audible audio 
version (releasing later this fall). The Audio edition of Murdoch's Choice, which will be 
available on the Audible platform this fall, was narrated by professional actor and voice 
talent Ed Romanoff, celebrated for his role as narrator of RISE OF THE SKEKSIS (the Dark 
Crystal prequel), and almost a dozen theater performances as well as roles in television and 
film. 
 
 
Author Wayne Kramer lives in the southern Indiana countryside with his wife and kids. 
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He graduated from the University of Louisville in 2005 with a Bachelor of Business Science. 
He has visited nearly 40 countries and 25 states in the U.S. and especially loved visiting 
Hobbiton in New Zealand. 
 
The world of Eliorin was inspired by Wayne’s love of classic fantasy and time travel stories.  
He is incredibly excited to share this rich world with readers everywhere and inspire a new 
generation of fantasy fiction fans. 
 
For more information or for the full Media Kit, please visit www.heroesoftime.com. 
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